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     LTA (NS) TAY GUAN HOCK served as a NSF officer and held an appointment 
as SOMP (Manpower Officer) in HQ 2PDF / SIB POI (2nd Peoples’ Defence Force) 
/ Singapore Infantry Brigade, Protection of Installation). 
 
     During his National Service liability from April 2002 to August 2003 in HQ 
2PDF, he assisted and functioned as SOMP. His main functionary was to assist 
the HDPOI in the running of NS administration. These ranges from NS payment 
matters, NS call-up, mobilization and Operational issues. 
 
     He assisted and managed 6 Battalions of NSmen administration affair and it 
certainly was not an easy chore. With about 600 NSmen per Battalion, LTA (NS) 
Tay did his utmost best in ensuring timeliness in payment & call-up for ICT of the 
NSmen. He was a hardworking young officer who able to withstand “Knock & 
blow”.  Failure and mistakes in NS administration made LTA (NS) Tay a hardier 
person. His willingness to acknowledge failure & learnt from mistake is an 
exemplary attitude that his subordinates respected him most for. 
 
    A dedicated and determined officer, LTA (NS) Tay has demonstrated his 
liking for adventure & challenges. During his regime as an NSF Officer, he 
participated in the Army Half Marathon and enrolled himself in various 
adventure trips to seek challenges and beyond. He was able to tread 
between thin fine lines and balance himself well between work and leisure. 
 
    A sincere & honest NSF Officer, LTA (NS) has the inclination in man 
management and possesses leadership qualities. His aspiration and love for 
seeking challenges will see him excel in many areas.   
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